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Abstract
We present an end-to-end approach to extract semantic concepts
directly from the speech audio signal. To overcome the lack of
data available for this spoken language understanding approach,
we investigate the use of a transfer learning strategy based on
the principles of curriculum learning. This approach allows us
to exploit out-of-domain data that can help to prepare a fully
neural architecture. Experiments are carried out on the French
MEDIA and PORTMEDIA corpora and show that this end-to-
end SLU approach reaches the best results ever published on
this task. We compare our approach to a classical pipeline ap-
proach that uses ASR, POS tagging, lemmatizer, chunker... and
other NLP tools that aim to enrich ASR outputs that feed an
SLU text to concepts system. Last, we explore the promising
capacity of our end-to-end SLU approach to address the prob-
lem of domain portability.
Index Terms: spoken language understanding, neural network,
transfer learning, curriculum learning, domain portability
1. Introduction
Thanks to great advances in automatic speech recognition
(ASR) these last years, mainly due to advances on deep neu-
ral networks for both acoustic and language modelling, perfor-
mance of spoken language understanding (SLU) systems has
made notable progress. SLU is a term that refers to different
NLP tasks applied to spoken language. For instance, this can
be named entity extraction [1], call routing [2], domain classifi-
cation at the utterance level [3, 4], at the conversation level [5],
etc. Such SLU systems are usually natural language processing
(NLP) systems applied to ASR outputs [6], and better quality
of automatic transcriptions leads to better performance of NLP
systems. In this study, the SLU targeted task is slot filling. This
is an important task involved in goal-oriented human/machine
dialogues [7]. Its goal consists in automatically extracting se-
mantic concepts from an utterance, and in extracting values as-
sociated to these instances of concepts. For example, in the
sentence ”Interspeech 2019 will occur in Austria”, a concept to
extract could be COUNTRY-LOCATION and its value ’Aus-
tria’. In spoken dialogue systems, semantic slots are usually
predefined in order to feed the semantic representation used by
a dialogue manager module. For slot filling task as for other
SLU tasks, the classical approach uses a pipeline process: suc-
cessive treatments are applied, from speech signal to concepts.
First an ASR is applied to speech audio signal to produce au-
tomatic transcriptions. These transcriptions are processed by
different NLP tools, like a part-of-speech (POS) tagger, lemma-
tizer, chunker, semantic labeler... in order to enrich the ASR
outputs. Enriched transcriptions are then processed by the SLU
tool that will extract both concepts and their values to fill se-
mantic slots [8].
In this work, we focus on an end-to-end neural approach
that extracts both concepts and values directly from speech. We
recently presented a preliminary work on this approach that
got promising results [9]. A motivation to an end-to-end ap-
proach for semantic extraction directly from speech is to limit
the ASR error propagation and to take benefit from a joint op-
timization of ASR and SLU parts to the final task. In this new
study, we show how it is possible to reach state-of-the-art per-
formance through a such end-to-end approach, that simplifies
a lot the entire process in comparison to a classical pipeline
approach. We use the same neural architecture we presented
in [9], but we apply a curriculum-based transfer learning that
strongly helps to get state-of-the-art performance. Basic idea
of curriculum learning is to ”start small, learn easier aspects
of the task or easier sub tasks, and then gradually increase the
difficulty level” [10]. Usually this approach consists in order-
ing training samples without modifying the neural architecture
during the training process. We adapt this approach to design
a sequence of transfer learning processes [11], from a general
task to the target specialized task. While large amount of data is
needed to train an SLU end-to-end neural model from speech,
this approach allows us to deal with the lack of data related to
the target task. Last, we also investigate the capacity of domain
portability brought by our approach, that consists on starting
from an existing SLU model dedicated to a task, MEDIA [12],
in order to build a new SLU model dedicated to another task,
PORT-MEDIA [13].
2. Related work
Thanks to the success of end-to-end ASR systems like Deep
speech, the Baidu’s system [14] that reached great performance
on speech recognition through a fully neural architecture, some
research teams recently investigated the use of end-to-end ap-
proaches for different tasks applied to speech. For instance,
some studies explored end-to-end spoken language transla-
tion [15, 16, 17] showing that such approaches work, even if
they currently do not reach state-of-the-art performance on this
task [18]. In [19], authors proposed an end-to-end approach
for SLU, for both speech-to-domain and speech-to-intent tasks.
Even if they did not reach state-of-the-art performance, their re-
sults were promising. We shared the same conclusion in our
previous work in [9], that proved that an end-to-end neural ap-
proach for slot filling task was possible, without reaching state-
of-the-art performance.
In this paper, we show how well we have taken a step by us-
ing the same neural architecture as the one we proposed in [9].
Thanks to the use of a transfer learning approach inspired by
curriculum learning [20, 10], we are now able to reach state-
of-the-art performance. A curriculum learning approach has
also been recently proposed with success for machine transla-
tion in [21]. At the end, we also address the issue of domain
portability for SLU systems [13, 22] that can obviously be tack-
led as a transfer learning problem.
3. SLU end-to-end neural architecture
The SLU end-to-end neural architecture used in this study is
the same as the one recently proposed in [9]. This architecture
is largely inspired by Deep Speech 2 [23]. This deep neural net-
work is composed of a stack of two 2D-invariant convolutional
layers, followed by five bidirectional long short term layers with
sequence-wise batch normalization, a fully connected layer, and
a final softmax layer. A spectrogram of power normalized audio
clips calculated on 20ms windows is used as input features.
The system is trained end-to-end using the CTC loss func-
tion [24], in order to predict a sequence of characters from the
input audio. This sequence of characters represents words and
semantic concepts. Instead of applying the BIO approach as
classically used to delimit semantic concepts on the words [25],
we propose to add special tags between words. We use start-
ing and ending tags before and after words supporting semantic
concepts. Starting tags also define the nature of the concept,
and there are as many different starting tags as different con-
cepts to extract, while the same ending tag is used to delimit the
end of the concept. For instance, the sentence ”I would like two
double-bed rooms” is semantically represented as ”I would like
<nb room two > <room type double-bed rooms>”, where
’<nb room’ and ’<room type’ are two starting tags defining
two different semantic concepts (number of rooms and room
type) while ’>’ is the unique symbol to represent the end of a
concept. Since the neural model emits characters, in practice
each starting tag is represented by single symbol instead of a
sequence of characters. Last, notice that in this example ’two’
is the value of concept ’number of rooms’ while ’double-bed
room’ is the value of ’room type’.
In order to make the CTC loss function focus more on con-
cepts and their values instead of unlabelled words, we also in-
troduced in [9] the starred mode. It consists on replacing all the
characters comprise between two semantic concept by a sin-
gle star. The previous example becomes, under starred mode:
”* <nb room two > <room type double-bed rooms>”. The
goal of this starred approach was to improve semantic extrac-
tion by strongly penalizing errors localized on areas of semantic
interests during the training process.
4. Curriculum-based transfer learning
Intuition of curriculum learning is based on the analogy with
humans who learn better when concepts to be learnt and exam-
ples are presented gradually, from simple ones to more complex
ones. The motivation of curriculum learning is that the order
the training data is presented, from easy examples to more dif-
ficult ones, helps training algorithms, for instance by accelerat-
ing the convergence and by guiding the learner towards better
local minima [26]. A curriculum learning strategy can also be
considered as a special form of transfer learning where the first
learnt tasks are used to guide the learner so that it will perform
better on the final task [10]. In this study, we aim to hybrid both
curriculum learning strategy and more classical transfer learn-
ing.
To train an end-to-end neural model for spoken language
understanding that directly takes speech as input, we need both
audio recordings and their semantic annotations. A first remark
consists on underlining that such training data are usually lim-
ited in size, and are probably not large enough to train an ef-
fective SLU system. A second remark is about the availability
of other resources containing both audio recordings and man-
ual annotations. For any resourced languages, like English or
French, such resources exist and their use must be considered
to help to train an SLU end-to-end neural model. These re-
sources can be simple audio recordings with manual transcrip-
tions, but can also be audio recordings with manual annotations
that express some semantic aspects, not directly related to the fi-
nal semantic task. For instance, in French several corpora exist
that contain annotations on named entities or semantic concepts
for different tasks related to goal-oriented human/machine dia-
logues. In order to take benefit from the existence of these data
to train an SLU end-to-end system, we suggest to order these
data from the most semantically generic to the most specific
ones, and to train successive neural models by reinjecting the
weights trained at step t as preinitialized weights at step t + 1,
except for the output layer that has to be reinitialized to handle
new output symbols. Figure 1 illustrates this approach.
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Figure 1: Example of curriculum-based transfer learning for
end-to-end spoken language understanding from speech
First, we consider the most semantically generic data as the
ones containing manual transcriptions (cf. only words) of au-
dio recordings. Secondly, we consider the use of audio record-
ings associated to manual annotations of named entities. We as-
sume that named entities recognition and slot filling task based
on semantic concept extraction are very close SLU tasks and
we assume that named entities are more generic semantic con-
cepts than the semantic concepts designed to specialized hu-
man/machine dialogues. Third, we merge the different seman-
tic concepts designed to different specialized human/machine
dialogues into a same set of concepts and, fourth, we only focus
on training data of the final targeted task.
This approach is not pure curriculum learning since at each
training step the targeted task changes. But except for the soft-
max output layer, all the parameters continue their training step
by step. Since the output symbols depend on the task, the out-
put layer is reinitialized at each training step. The curriculum-
based transfer learning approach proposed in this paper consists
on designing a sequence of transfer learning processes that fol-
lows the principles of curriculum learning: from simple tasks to
more complex ones.
5. Experiments
5.1. Data
Experiments were carried out on French corpora that are acces-
sible, making reproducible these experiments. Data used for the
ASR system training come from five different sources: EPAC
[27], ESTER 2 [28], ETAPE [29], QUAERO [30] and REPERE
[31]. These data were recorded from French speaking radio and
TV stations between 1998 and 2012. All these audio recordings
were manually transcribed and divided into three parts: train-
ing, development, and evaluation sets. Our final data set is the
merge of all these corpora respecting the official distribution.
Manual annotations of named entities are available for the
ETAPE and QUAERO corpora according to 8 main types:
amount, event, func, loc, org, pers, prod and time. We used
these manually annotated data to train a state-of-the-art (text-
to-text) sequence labelling system1. Thanks to this system, we
automatically annotated all the ASR data that were not initially
manually annotated on named entities. Experiments needing
named entities were carried out on the full ASR data set with
the combination of manual and automatic named entity annota-
tions.
The slot filling annotated data come from two different
sources: MEDIA [12] and PORTMEDIA [13]. Both are com-
posed of telephone conversations. The MEDIA corpus is ded-
icated to hotel booking. It is composed of 1257 dialogues and
split into three parts: a training set containing 12.9k sentences,
a development set containing 1.3k sentences, and an evaluation
set containing 3.5k sentences. This corpus is manually anno-
tated with 76 semantics concepts (e.g. “number of rooms”, ”ho-
tel name”, ”localization”, ”room equipment”, ...). The PORT-
MEDIA corpus is dedicated to theater tickets reservation. It is
composed of 700 dialogues and is also split into three parts: a
training set containing 5.9k sentences, a development part con-
taining 1.4k sentences, and an evaluation set containing 2.8k
sentences. PORTMEDIA corpus is manually annotated with 36
semantics concepts close to the MEDIA concept set: PORT-
MEDIA and MEDIA share 26 common semantic concepts.
5.2. Performance of curriculum-based transfer learning
First experiments target the slot filling task in the MEDIA do-
main. Table 1 presents results in greedy mode on the MEDIA
test set, in which we can notice that exploiting only the ME-
DIA data to train an end-to-end neural model (SFM ) for slot
1https://github.com/XuezheMax/NeuroNLP2
filling task leads to a concept error rate (CER) or 39.8% while
the concept/value error rate (CVER) reaches 52.1%. CER is
a metrics similar to the word error rate metrics but applied
on concepts. CVER is very close to CER but evaluate con-
cept/value pairs instead of evaluating only concepts. Initializ-
ing weights pretrained on the ASR task (ASR) before train-
ing SFM very strongly reduces both CER and CVER, since
the system ASR • SFM reaches 23.7% of CER and 30.3% of
CVER. Exploiting the merge of the MEDIA and PORT-MEDIA
corpora as an intermediate transfer learning task (SFP+M ) be-
tween ASR and SFM training processes allows us to reduce
again both CER and CVER. Last, the deep neural model trained
by following the complete curriculum-based transfer learning
proposed in this paper reaches 21.6% in greedy mode. This
complete chain training integrates the name entity recognition
tasks, called NER, between ASR and SFP+M training steps.
Table 1: Performance of end-to-end SLU system in greedy de-
coding on the MEDIA test
Training chain CER CVER
SFM 39.8 52.1
ASR • SFM 23.7 30.3
ASR • SFP+M • SFM 22.2 28.8
ASR •NER • SFP+M • SFM 21.6 27.7
Like for the Deep Speech 2 Baidu’s system, it is possible
to apply a word-level language model (LM) rescoring through a
beam search computed on the neural model outputs. By apply-
ing a such rescoring with a 5-gram LM trained on the MEDIA
train set and on out-domain data (mainly from newspaper arti-
cles), results are significantly improved. They are presented in
table 2. As awaited, all results are improved and the curriculum-
based transfer learning is still useful, making possible to reach
18.1% of CER and 22.1% of CVER.
Table 2: Performance of end-to-end SLU system with beam-
search decoding with a 5-gram LM rescoring on the MEDIA
test
Training chain CER CVER
SFM 32.8 37.9
ASR • SFM 20.1 24.0
ASR • SFP+M • SFM 19.0 22.9
ASR •NER • SFP+M • SFM 18.1 22.1
To reduce more the CER/CVER values, we use the starred
mode we introduced in [9] and described in section 3. Table 3
presents the results reached on the MEDIA test set. The ? sym-
bol is used to indicate a neural model emits its outputs though
the starred mode. Notice that the best results are reached when
the two last training processes in the curriculum chain use this
mode. These training processes, SFP+M (?) and SFM (?) use
very close semantic annotations as output. When we also ap-
plied the starred mode on the NER training process, we de-
graded the global results. We think the starred mode must not
be applied too early in the training chain, and would be applied
on sub-tasks very close to the final target. In comparison to the
literature, 16.4% of CER and 20.9% of CVER are very good
results, since the best results ever published on the MEDIA test,
when analysing speech instead of manual transcriptions, were a
CER of 19.9% and a CVER of 25.1% [8]. For fair comparison
with a state-of-the-art approach, we present in the next section a
pipeline system we develop that takes benefits of the very good
quality of our ASR outputs.
Table 3: Performance of end-to-end SLU system in starred mode
with beam-search decoding on the MEDIA test
Training chain CER CVER
ASR • SFP+M • SFM (?) 17.0 21.5
ASR •NER • SFP+M (?) • SFM 18.0 22.0
ASR •NER • SFP+M (?) • SFM (?) 16.4 20.9
5.3. Comparison to state-of-the-art pipeline approach
Two classical SLU systems are implemented based on a Con-
ditional Random Field (CRF) model2. They only differ in the
set of chosen features which is defined in a template. Indeed,
the template indicates the set of features the training patterns
have to based on for the CRF system to learn the model. For the
sake of simplicity, the template indicates which features rep-
resent each current word. The following features are available:
(i) the word itself (its surface form); (ii) its pre-defined semantic
categories belonging to MEDIA specific categories like names
of the streets, cities or hotels, lists of room equipments, food
type... (e.g. TOWN for Paris), or more general categories like
figures, days, months... (e.g. FIGURE for thirty-three); (iii) a
set of syntactic features extracted by the MACAON toolkit [33].
As a result we obtain for each word its lemma, POS tag, word
governor and its relation with the current word; (iv) a set of
morphological features corresponding to the 1-to-3 first letter
ngrams, and the 1-to-3 last letter ngrams of the word.
In order to evaluate the contribution of semantic, syntac-
tic and morphological features, we choose to design two tem-
plates: one considering only the surface form of the word, and
the other one considering all available features. Systems based
on these two templates are respectively denoted SFCRFlex and
SFCRFlex+feat. These systems process slot filling on automatic
transcriptions. For our experiments, we feed them with out-
puts from our end-to-endASR system (with LM rescoring) fine
tuned one the MEDIA training data. The word error rate (WER)
of this system on the MEDIA data is 9.3%, that is very good
in comparison to the 23.6% of WER got by the ASR used to
reach the best CER/CVER values in the literature until now [8].
Comparisons in CER/CVER values between the state-of-the art
pipeline approach and the end-to-end system are provided in ta-
ble 4. The pipeline approach reaches a CER of 16.1% and a
CVER of 20.9% that is slightly better than the results reached
by the end-to-end approach. By computing the 95% confidence
interval through the Student’s t-test, we can observe than the
confidence margin is 0.7 for CER (0.8 for CVER). By the way,
this means that the differences between the pipeline and the end-
to-end approaches are not statistically significant. Another re-
mark comes from the results got with SFCRFlex : this system uses
only lexical information and can be directly compared to the
end-to-end approach that actually does not use external features
coming from human expertise or NLP tools like predefined se-
mantic categories, POS, word governor and dependencies... In
this case, the comparison is largely at the advantage of the end-
to-end system. This shows that it would be important to investi-
gate in the future how to inject to the end-to-end model external
information that help so much in the pipeline approach.
5.4. Domain portability
Last experiments address the portability issue for SLU systems.
The PORTMEDIA corpus was produced in order to investi-
gate two axes of portability: domain and language [13]. In
2the Wapiti toolkit is used [32]
Table 4: Comparison between state-of-the-art pipeline ap-
proach and end-to-end system on the MEDIA test
System CER CVER
Pip[ASRM → SFCRFlex ] 20.6 24.8
Pip[ASRM → NLP → SFCRFlex+feat] 16.1 20.4
ASR •NER • SFP+M (?) • SFM (?) 16.4 20.9
this work we only focus on domain portability by using the
PORTMEDIA corpus previously described, that is actually only
a sub part of the PORTMEDIA data that also contain an Ital-
ian version of MEDIA. As seen in section 5.1, PORTMEDIA
training data contains twice less data than the MEDIA train-
ing. Table 5 presents several results for different training chains.
ASR • SFM • SFP shows that we can reach 25.2% of CER
when the SFP model is trained from a system dedicated to ME-
DIA (ASR•SFM ), that is better than starting directly from the
ASR model or from scratch. At the end, to reach the best result
we can, the approach consists in applying the same curriculum-
based transfer learning used in the previous experiments when
targeting the MEDIA corpus. In order to reduce computational
costs to develop an SLU dedicated to a new task, it seems that
the best way is to save the ASR • NER model and to start
the new training chain from it. ASR • NER seems to be
a very relevant starting point to tackle slot filling tasks. No-
tice that around 4 weeks of computation are needed to train the
ASR •NER model on two Titan X (Pascal) GPU cards, while
only a few days are need for the SFP+M (?) • SFP (?) part.
Table 5: Results on the PORTMEDIA test data for domain
portability
Training chain CER CVER
SFP 42.3 57.9
ASR • SFP 27.4 40.0
ASR •NER • SFP 26.8 38.9
ASR • SFM • SFP 25.2 37.5
ASR • SFP+M • SFP 24.9 36.7
ASR •NER • SFP+M • SFP 24.1 35.9
ASR •NER • SFP+M • SFP (?) 22.3 36.5
ASR •NER • SFP+M (?) • SFP (?) 21.9 36.9
6. Conclusion
We propose a curriculum-based transfer learning approach that
allows us to train a very competitive SLU end-to-end system
from speech that gets state-of-the-art results. This approach
can also be applied in order to train a model dedicated to a
new slot filling task from an already pretrained model (here
ASR•NER), in the same spirit as the BERT model for textual
language understanding [34].
We think we will outperform soon the current state-of-art
approach by injecting external information. For instance, our
current investigations on speaker adaptation and language trans-
fer for the MEDIA task, not presented in this paper by lack
of space, also provide very competitive and complementary re-
sults [35].
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